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The fourth generation Ford Mustang is an automobile that was produced by the American
manufacturer Ford for the through model years. For the Ford Mustang underwent its first major
redesign in fifteen years, being introduced in November and launching on December 9, It
featured styling by Bud Magaldi that incorporated some stylistic elements from the classic
Mustangs. Prior to the redesigned Mustang's launch, a two-seater show car was designed by
Darrell Behmer and Bud Magali. While this engine was not put into production, it hinted to the
future use of Ford's Modular V8 in the Mustang, including the eventual use of a supercharged 4.
The base Mustang featured a 3. Efforts were made to improve the car's handling as well as
noise, vibration, and harshness NVH conditions over the previous generation Mustang. The
Mustang's front suspension makes use of MacPherson struts with longer lower control arms,
new spindles, anti-roll bars, and other enhancements over and older Mustangs. In the rear, a
four-bar link solid axle is used. All Mustangs received standard four-wheel disc brakes, though
anti-lock brakes ABS were optional. Along with its new exterior, the Mustang received new
interior styling. The Mustang's cabin featured a "dual-cockpit" layout that was adorned with
contours and sweeping curves, similarly to other Fords of the time such as the Thunderbird.
The Mustang offered many options, some of which later became standard equipment. The
preferred equipment package came with power windows, mirrors, and door locks, remote
keyless entry, air conditioning, cruise control, and a trunk cargo net. Also available was Ford's
Mach , watt multi-speaker sound system with CD player. All Mustangs received standard
three-point seat belts and dual front airbags. Production of this Mustang ran until October
Following the base Mustang in December , the Mustang GT was reintroduced in January ,
featuring higher performance and better handling than the base Mustang or its predecessor.
Ford carried over the CID pushrod small-block V8 engine called the "5. For , a one-year model
referred to as the Mustang GTS was introduced. This was considered to be a "stripped down"
version of the Mustang GT that included the performance parts of the GT model, but a minimum
of non-performance related features. The GT was the last year of the 5. These engines were
produced at two different plants, Windsor and Romeo. The Windsor and Romeo have subtle
differences. Valve cover bolt patterns are one. Romeo has fewer bolts than the Windsor.
Another difference is the front cover bolts. The Romeo uses jack screws on the main caps and
the Windsor uses dowels. For , the 4. This was achieved through PCM calibration and a
modified fuel system. Though capable of matching or exceeding the older V8's output, the 4.
For the and model years, the 5. Suspension and brakes were also changed with inch front discs
with "COBRA" embossed calipers as well as Cobra specific shocks, struts, and springs. In it
was available in a special color package called the Mystic Cobra which consisted of an
expensive Chrom-a-lusion exterior finish like the Mysti-Chrome package on models. A total of 2,
were produced. A redesigned SN Mustang came on December 26, , for the model year with
production starting in November Characterizing the redesign was Ford's New Edge design
language, which featured sharper contours, larger wheel arches, and creases in the bodywork,
replacing many of the soft lines of the previous model. The Mustang also received new wheels
and hubcaps. However, the car carried over the same roofline and interior, in addition to the
same basic platform. All Mustangs except the Cobra received "35th-Anniversary" badges on the
front fenders. The 3. For , the Mustang also received a change to its taillights, making them
edgier, with sharp corners and straight lines as opposed to the rounded off style of previous
years. The lamps were still composed of three vertical segments, reminiscent of the original.
Minimal changes occurred from year-to-year, most noticeable was a redesigned center panel in
the dashboard for , which now allowed double-din stereo head units, including an in-dash
six-CD player. The rear window defroster switch, previously mounted below the headlamp pull
switch, was moved to the lower center stack below the stereo. When equipped, the fog lamp
switch was relocated to the lower center stack as well, previously, it was on the center console
adjacent to the cup holders. The third button on the lower switch panel was for the traction
control system on V8 models. On convertible models, the power roof switch remained on the
center console - on coupe models, that switch was replaced with a small coin holder. The GT
model continued to use the 4. The Cobra model returned for with its valve 4. Offered only in
Performance Red, Laser Red, Black, Silver, White, or Zinc Yellow, the Spring Feature package
contained 17" x 8" performance wheels and tires, a body-colored hood scoop, body-colored
side scoops, two black "GT" stripes on the hood, and black "Mustang" inserts on the embossed
bumper. Ford produced 3, Spring Feature GTs. In , the Special Edition Bullitt was released to the
public. Available only as coupe, the Bullitt was a mildly upgraded version of the standard GT.
The car also received an upgraded exhaust and a re-designed intake. On the exterior, the car
received unique Torq-Thrust style wheels, removal of the fog lights for the US market, but
standard for Canada and rear deck spoiler, as well as new trim accents. The success of the
Bullitt led to the production of a second special edition, the to Mach 1. The Mach 1 was

equipped with a 4. The interior of the car was given a retro theme with seats made to look like
the "comfort-weave" seats available in the s-era Mach 1s. It also featured retro-themed gauges
and a unique aluminum shifter ball. The car also received similar suspension upgrades as the
Bullitt including unique Tokico struts on the rear and the convertible-spec subframe
connectors. In , Ford produced a special 40th Anniversary Edition of the Mustang. The
anniversary package was available in Crimson Red exclusive to package , Oxford White or
black. Ford produced 4, Crimson Red models. Crimson Red, Ford paint code "FX", was also
called Merlot on several other Ford models from the through model years. Most 40th
Anniversary package cars came with Parchment tan leather interiors. Some came with black
leather. This is possibly a Canadian variation. This possible Canada-only variation also features
Cobra wheels, no hood stripes and 'Mustang' decals on the lower-body side panels under the
doors. Other than two pre-production units, all Crimson Red vehicles were built from August
through November It marked the end of this design of the Mustang, as ushered in an all-new
model. This generation was sold in Australia for two years from to as to compete against the
Holden Monaro which eventually became the basis for the reborn Pontiac GTO. Due to the fact
that the Mustang was never designed for right-hand-drive, Ford Australia contracted Tickford
Vehicle Engineering to convert Mustangs and modify them to meet Australian Design Rules per
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ST. Focus RS. Sports car. An engine that's probably a bigger sleeper than the vintage ci six is
the late-model 3. For those of you not familiar with this engine, it resembles a baby Cleveland in
appearance-with its broad-shouldered valve covers and wide "V" stance. Fire it up and it
sounds like a buzzy European six-popper. Lean on the throttle and it comes on strong-for a
six-cylinder engine. When this engine was first introduced as a carbureted V-6 in , thereby
replacing the inlineci six, it wasn't much to write home about. It lacked torque, it did not
impress, and pulling onto the freeway took planning with this anemic mill. For years the 3. The
smaller 2. But it seems as though we haven't given the Essex V-6 the credit it deserves, for
performance potential. It has taken someone with vision and imagination to squeeze hp out of
this sleeping mill. Super Six Motorsports specializes in dyno-proven performance modifications
to the ' 3. Because these modifications are dyno-tested and proven, you can try them out on
your late-model Mustang with confidence. An Awakening In box stock form, the 3. According to
Super Six Motorsports, that's 0. There is great potential in the Essex six's design. The
symmetrical upper intake manifold, the sizable intake ports, the aggressive exhaust ports, and
even the respectable 1. Super Six tells Mustang Monthly that you can modify this six in three
stages, depending on your needs. Stage 1 Stage 1 consists of porting the upper intake manifold
with 1. With just these mods, rear wheel horsepower shot up to at the factory 4,rpm rev limiter.
Allowing for driveline power losses, this adds up to about hp at the crankshaft. That's 41 hp
with the camshaft and the head mods-all this with stock pushrods and 1. With these simple
modifications, the 3. That's a 67hp increase more than factory. This maximizes the naturally
aspirated potential of the Essex V Truck Parts Shelf Another engine that Mustang buffs may be
unfamiliar with is the 4. We learned from Super Six Motorsports that the 4. This engine differs,
of course, in induction and accessory packaging. It is also externally balanced, unlike the 3. The
4. Your challenge as an Essex V-6 buff is to marry the best features of the 3. Along with these

modifications, fuel and ignition events improved to bring Super Six rear wheel horsepower and
hp at the crank at 6, rpm. What does this mean in the real world? It means Stage 4 When we step
up to Stage 4, the Hi-Po 3. The key is safe computer function that won't harm the engine. We
want a With all of this in tow, Super Six was able to pull rear wheel horsepower from the 3. With
a smaller Vortech compressor pulley, more than hp is possible. Super Six Motorsports shows
us what can be achieved with the 3. Super Six focuses on the ' engine because it yields a
stronger block and better heads and induction, which make it a better platform for development.
Biport Head In Ford began using a biport cylinder head on the 3. Super Six is developing Stage
1, 2, 3 and 4 packages for the ''01 Essex V Super Six is expecting as high as hp from the Stage 4
package. The biport head employs oval, long low rpm intake runners and circular, short high
rpm intake runners to make the most of the displacement. This head can be installed on ''98
engines. Super Six Motorsports takes the biport design and makes the most of it with porting
treatments that include a gasket-match port along the entire runner. Super Six refers to this as
"taper" porting, which means the heads are fully ported-with the intake ports finished to grit.
The bowl and port divider are blended to smooth out the airflow. On the exhaust side, the bowl
is blended and the port is slightly enlarged at the header gasket, with a complete polish job.
Supercharged versions get their squish or quench zones beveled to increase combustion
chamber volume and lower compression. When we left off last night in our Week To Wicked
Mustang LX Sport project, we had just removed the stock engine and transmission and installed
most of the Maximum Motorsports suspension. The first step is installing full-length Fox-body
Mustang subframe connectors from Maximum Motorsports to our LX hatchback. Readers share
the story and pictures of their muscle Mustangs and fast Fords. We apologize for this
inconvenience and encourage you to visit Get More From Your 3. Mustang Monthly. Mustang
Monthly Parts. Jim Smart. Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Connect With Us. Stay informed
with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored
links. Related Articles. Mustang We are the oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the internet.
If you have any questions about your V6 Mustang or just want to connect with other V6 Mustang
owners around the world, you have found the best place on the internet to do that. Registering
is free and easy! Hope to see you on the forums soon! Forums New posts Search forums.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Grant schermitzler Start date Feb 14, Tags header
mustang. Grant schermitzler New Member. Hi guys, I'm 16 and have a 3. And how do I get more
horsepower? You don't need a lift to change the headers. Everyone will pretty much agree that
the stock exhaust manifolds are good enough for hp before being a restriction. Dave dalke did a
flow test on various headers through the years and found stock headers to flow almost the
same as aftermarket headers. Only ones that made a difference were long tube headers. There's
a lot you can do to get more horsepower but first you gotta let us know what year and motor
you have. Grant schermitzler said:. I have a mustang base stock 3. Any advice? Phil II Cone
Destroyer. Start with maintenance. Change, replace, or flush every fluid and filter. You may be
surprised what you find. There's a difference between the pre and 3. Since you have a split port
motor you could start with a windstar intake and install some 1. Stock ratio roller rockers are 1.
Maybe swap out the stock pulleys for some underdrive pulleys as well. If you're in cali or any
other nazi state you'll need to get "high flow" cats for smog purposes. I mean, you'll still get
walked by Hondas unless they are single cam Hondas. Pre were even slower. Dude, first car.
Racing is much less important than keeping it going. Jesse01V6 Away from V6's for now Ok
how about changing underdrivw pullyes for extra pawer. Under-drive pulleys only change the
ratio between the crankshaft and accessories. There is no extra power, just less mechanical
power turning the water pump, power steering, and alternator. They are not worthwhile unless
manipulating pulley ratios for a supercharger. Ok what would u do in my case and I gotta dum
question the rough cam idel you know that really badass sounding lopppy pop is installimg
anfermarket cams the only way to get that sound and I'm not talking about
cats,magnaflow,cherrybombs sound. Something like this? Hi guys i have a mostly stock
mustang 3. I am looking for ways to improve it in any way. There are a vast number of
improvements that can be made to a Mustang. What types of improvements are you looking
for--suspension, lowering, traction, cornering, acceleration, aesthetics, wheels, exhaust sound,
horsepower, etc? Really anything mut motly aperance and engine wise what do u think. IMHO,
one of the best appearance mods is to go with lowered springs which lowers the car about 2" in
front and 1. Of course, a set of spoke wheels also makes the car look much better. Steeda sells
a set of Sport springs which do the trick. Stock V-6 wheels are 15". Better looking wheels are

either 17" or 18". The larger wheels would allow for installing Cobra brakes and rotors which
really make a huge difference in braking performance. With lowered springs, you should also
purchase a bump steer kit Steeda which gives better geometry of the steering rods to the
lowered arms. Then, you will need a new alignment. Would also consider welded in subframe
connectors which help stop the frame twist during turns. The car then begins to drive kinda like
a go-kart and really sticks to the road. But, my. The rear bars from the GT will bolt right up.
Cheap mod Also, the trunk is the perfect size for 1 12" subwoofer. Hey guys, Im new to this
fourm and am needing some tips on my car. I have a mustang with horrible stock rims and was
just wondering about wheelskins and if they would work and if i could use any wheel cover.
Also i was wondering if my mustang was decently fast i mean its only a hp crank,but it seems
pretty snappy and iv drove my dads twin turbo 3. You must log in or register to reply here.
Similar threads I. Can parts off a 97 3. Replies 3 Views Jan 9, ItsReallyJ. New here, first car.
Hdawg Dec 3, Introductions. Replies 3 Views 5K. Jan 7, atermate. Replies 2 Views Jan 23,
Captain Max Silver. Harmonic balancer. Replies 0 Views Jul 31, GT Replies 4 Views Apr 20,
Robert N. Welcome To V6Mustang. The Ford Mustang is a muscle car produced and designed
by the Ford Motor Company and originally introduced in Every production year, Ford has
offered Mustangs with multiple engine configurations that typically include at least one V-6 and
one V-8 engine. From to , the company produced the 3. There are a number of performance
aftermarket modifications that increase the horsepower output of the Essex engine. Replace the
camshafts. Camshafts act as a gate for air and fuel entering the engine cylinders, which is
where combustion occurs. Installing performance camshafts allows for more air and fuel in
each cylinder, which increases combustion and in turn provides a boost to power and
performance. Replacing the camshafts is a fairly complicated procedure as it involves making
some modifications to the engine itself. Replace the headers. Headers serve as an intermediary
between the engine and the exhaust and allow hot air to flow out of the engine. Replacing the
Ford headers with performance aftermarket headers will streamline this process and result in
gains to horsepower and torque, as well giving your Mustang a more aggressive and slightly
louder exhaust note. Replacing the headers is a fairly simple procedure that you can do in
under two hours and does not require modifying the engine itself. Replace the exhaust. The
exhaust takes hot air from the headers and sends it back out into the environment, reducing
back-pressure and allowing combustion to continue uninterrupted. The factory Ford exhaust is
fairly restrictive in order to minimize emissions and cabin noise. Replacing it with an
aftermarket exhaust will increase torque and horsepower, and can also give your Mustang a
deeper engine note. Replacing the exhaust is also fairly simple, requiring access to the
underside of the Mustang but no engine modifications. Replace the air intake. The air intake
sucks in air from outside, cools it and sends it to the engine cylinders, where it mixes with fuel.
Performance aftermarket air intakes take in more air and cool this air more efficiently, resulting
in gains to horsepower, torque, and fuel economy. The air intake is conveniently located near
the top of the engine bay, away from the engine, so replacing it is fairly simple and does not
require any other components to be disconnected or removed. Swap the engine for a V This
may seem extreme, but the engine bay in the Mustang is designed to be able to accommodate a
larger V-8 engine, and successful engine swaps have been done. Upgrading to a V-8 engine will
allow you to receive greater horsepower and performance gains from other modifications that
you make to your Mustang, and will also open up a larger variety of parts to choose from. This
step is recommended for experts only as it is a very complicated procedure that can
permanently damage your Mustang if performed incorrectly. Scott Eilers began writing
professionally in How to Upgrade a Mustang V6 3. Step 1 Replace the camshafts. Step 2 Replace
the headers. Step 3 Replace the exhaust. Step 4 Replace the air intake. Over Browse Car
Specifications Mustang IV Versions - 3. Ford Mustang IV 3. Show more Images Compare with
another car. This engine produces a maximum power of PS bhp - kW at rpm and a maximum
torque of Nm lb. The power is transmitted to the road by the r
home phone wiring diagram
renault clio mk3 heater fan not working
rosen nissan
ear wheel drive RWD with a 4 speed Automatic gearbox. On the topic of chassis details
responsible for road holding, handling behavior and ride comfort, the Mustang IV has
Independent. Coil springs. For stopping power, the Mustang IV 3. The Mustang IV model is a car
manufactured by Ford, sold new from year until , and available after that as a used car. What
engine is in Ford Mustang IV 3. The Ford Mustang IV 3. How many horsepower hp does a Ford
Mustang IV 3. How much does a Ford Mustang IV 3. What is the top speed of a Ford Mustang IV
3. Is Ford Mustang IV 3. No, the Ford Mustang IV 3. Popular comparisons with this car Ford

Mustang IV 3. BMW Z3 Roadster 2. If you found an error in these specifications. Latest Car
Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura Legend 1 Coupe. Acura Legend 1 Sedan. Acura Integra
4-door. Acura Integra 3-door. Acura Integra 5-door. Acura NSX Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL
ES3. Acura EL MB4. Acura CL YA1. Acura CSX. Acura RDX Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant
type C3.

